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Designing a monster for a game is not as simple as it sounds. It is not just about making a
monster look big and scary, or adding a terrifying roar to it. This presentation intends to show
how much work and thought is put into designing one monster. From all the questions asked
before designing a monster such as “why is it needed in the game?”, to “how will it finally be
delivered to the players and experienced by them?”. It will also try to show how many people
and departments are involved in the making of a monster and how it affects many other
aspects of a game, from various combat mechanics to aesthetic design decisions.
First of all, there is the ‘WHY’. Why is the monster needed in the game?
Here are some of the questions asked when first designing a monster. What is it? What
purpose does it serve? What does it look like? What is its background? Is there any lore?
What environment does it live in? How does it interact with the environment? Why will players
want to challenge, kill, help or avoid it? What does the player gain by challenging it? Are there
any rewards, and what are they? How is the monster connected with other mechanics of the
game? Does it unlock a door or a chest? Is it the keeper of a dark secret or a riddle maybe?
Is it there to promote or force a specific type of game-play? Is it for new low-experienced
players or for veteran high-end players? And what is the overall gaming experience this
monster is going to provide players with?
The presentation of designing monsters will be made using two parallel examples. One of an
end-game ‘uber’ monster called “Ragaizan”, and one of a mid-game family group of specialist
monsters called “Arthain”; both of which will be implemented in a future expansion of the
mmorpg game “Darkfall Online”.
While in the middle of production for the upcoming expansion for Darkfall, many are the
changes in the game that are taking place. Some of these changes are aesthetic, others
involve changing parts of the background story of Darkfall, what is known as the lore of the
game, and others to the core mechanics of the game. Almost all of these changes have
created a group of “whys” including a central question of why new monsters are needed in
the first place and why the existing ones need to be adjusted.
Two of these changes are the rebuilding of Agon (the world of Darkfall) and the regional
grouping of harvesting materials.
Because of Darkfall's in-depth crafting and enchanting system, players need to hunt down
monsters to gather specific materials to be able to craft and enchant their weapons and
armors. With the upcoming expansion, the design team decided to theme up various regions
of Agon, which would provide specific materials (via the monsters) that fit these themes. For

example, in the jungle subcontinent of Yssam that would carry a jungle-earth theme to it, it
was decided that the monsters would mostly provide acidic, nature-ish, and other earthy
materials, in contrast to the other subcontinents of Cairn, Rubaiyat and Niflheim that would
respectively carry the themes of wasteland-fire, desert-air and arctic-ice.
While planning out the monsters of Yssam, it became obvious that although there were many
monsters to provide the low and mid level materials for the jungle-earth theme, there was no
rare high-end monsters to provide the rarest and most wanted material of the jungle
continent. Right away the design team knew it needed a big jungle monster that could provide
this.
Meanwhile, another problem appeared in the mainland of Agon, right in the middle. Here,
although the design team had low-level monsters, high-level monsters and more than one
uber boss monster, it was lacking a group of mid-level monsters to not only fill in the gap for
the materials for the central region (the demon lands), but also for lore. Here, the design team
decided to revamp an existing group of monsters called the “the Arthain” that, until now, didn't
have their own area nor did they have any proper background lore.

Map of Agon, divided into themed regions
So at this point, the design team knows at least where in the world it needs to place the new
monsters, what themes/environments these monsters need to live/fit in, what materials these
monsters need to drop, and what level these monsters need to be.
After a lot of talking, arguing and brainstorming, the new monsters are somewhere there in
the designer’s heads. The designers can almost see them. They have a rough idea of how

they might look, move and sound like; but that isn't enough.
The first step is to start collecting references for the monsters. Photos, screen grabs from
movies, comic books, art books, anything that might help clear out that blurry image of the
new monsters that need to be built.
For the Arthain, a dark and sinister, even slightly hellish look was decided upon. Why?
Because of the area they would live in, the materials they would drop, but also because of
their background lore that was being re-written. References such as the Cenobites from the
Hellraiser movies and the Borg from Star Trek quickly came to mind.

Arthain reference photos
At this point, the art department starts getting involved with the designing of the new
monsters. The designers explain all the information to the art department, show all the
reference photos and art that had been gathered (also called mood boards), and explain all
the background lore that goes with the new monsters to the art department. They provide as
much information as possible to help the artists see what the designers have in mind.
Then, the concept artists go to work.
Arthain concept art

Ragaizan concept art
Once the monster concept art is completed and agreed on by designers and artists, it is time
to move on to the next stage. 3d artists (sculptors and character modelers) begin on the
working of the new monsters. It is time to start building those monsters.
The in-game models of the Arthian family completed

Meanwhile, the designers have to start planning out in more detail what kind of character
(movement, spells, weapons, behavior etc) they need for these new monsters. It is time to
give life to the new creations. This is where a variety of teams have to start working together
in an effort to make these new monsters work. One such team is from the art department, and
it is the animators.
Once the animators get the list of animations and movements that the designers had thought
out for each monster, they begin work. But they will not be working alone. They will have to
work closely with one more team, the A.I. team.
The A.I. department is responsible for putting a brain (intelligence) into the new monsters with

unique behavior.
Also, the sound designers need to work together with the two previous teams.
Movement, monsters behavior and monster sounds all have to come together and feel as
they all are part of the same monsters.

Animating the Ragaizan
By now the game developers have reached a stage where they have the new monsters
modeled, animated, added A.I. and background lore to them. But there is still more work to be
done.
The monsters now need a home to live in. An environment tailored to them. One that will
convince the players that the area the monsters live in in theirs, and that the players
themselves are the trespassers. An environment that will provide the illusion that the monster
has been living there a long time, and that it is friendly to the monsters A.I., size and
movement, and, additionally, has no areas for the player to exploit the monsters.
So now another art team gets involved. This time it is the environment artists, also known as
the world builders. The world builders have to create an environment based on the designs
provided to them, but also based on the instruction passed to them by the A.I. team. They
must also create the proper art style for the lore that has been written by the designers. This
might involve making an environment from scratch, or adjusting an existing environment
based on the new changes in the game.
Sometimes mock-ups can help create a mood to how the designers and artists envision the
new monsters in the their new locations.
For example, with the Ragaizan the lore put this new monster as the uber boss monster of the
jungle continent. From the A.I. team, the artists now know that the Ragaizan will need a large
empty-ish space of its own to be able to move around freely. Also, the designers have
provided a little background lore, saying that some of the weaker denizens of the jungle
continent worship and/or fear the great Ragaizan.
Therefore, the art team now puts together a mock-up of the Ragaizan in its environment to
help all those that are involved in its creation get into the same mood.
An illustration of the Ragaizan in its jungle environment, being worshiped by some of the
weaker denizens of the jungle.

Now, the development of the new monsters has reached a point where lore, art, modeling,
animations, A.I, environments and sounds are ready. But still, there is more work to be done.
It is time to begin game testing the new monsters and to start adjusting difficulty levels, skills,
attributes, loot, spawn timing, special effects (if any), physics (if any) and more.
Now more developers are needed. These developers are responsible for designing the
monsters loot tables and special materials. This is quite a hard job, and although it does not
seem exciting, it actually, to some extent, defines a major part of the player’s experience. This
is the idea of risk versus reward. There is little sense in creating a monster that will need ten
‘uber’ players to bring down, with a lot of resources lost in the process, if the final reward is
not worth it.
Other artists also come in to play to create the special effects that boss monsters such as the
Ragaizan do need. These special little touches can add a lot to the overall visual
experiences, making some of the boss battles very memorable moments.
And then there is the all-important QA team and the game testers. Their contribution is vital.
The QA team and testers, together with all the designers and developers involved must now
start playing the game to see if the new monsters work and manage deliver what the
designers first had in mind. Since the QA and testers have no idea what the designers
intended with the creation of these new monsters, their new and fresh approach to the
monsters and feedback is very important.
The last thing left to do now is to create a way to introduce the new monsters to the players.
Be it via quests or the need for rare materials. There is little sense in putting a monster into

the game if the players don't need it or can't find it.
Now, after the creative process is complete, the developers must sit back, watch the forums
with wary eye, and hope the players will love their new creation as well as maintain a healthy
amount of hatred towards it. Nobody wants a boss to be too easy after all!

Also, special thanks to Al Stelakis for proof reading this document and correcting all my lousy
spelling and graaammmmaaarrrrr.

